MULTI BLANKING LINES

A

universal and technologically advanced slitting line for transverse cutting developed from coils,
dedicated to companies producing a wide range of products shaped from sheet metal,
requiring a variety of shapes of the input material, e.g. pieces with different dimensions.

PRODUCTION PARAMETERS
Production speed:
Durability properties:

30 m/min for 3 mb sheet
Re max. 700 Mpa
Rm max. 900 Mpa

PRODUCTION RANGE
1. Classic sheets
2. Sheets with cut edges
3. Belts - mats

The input material:

Classic
sheet

Types of the material:
- low alloy steels,
- austenitic steels,
- aluminum alloys,
- copper alloys,
- zinc alloys (titan)

Sheet
with cut
edges

Belts - mats

Sheet thickness:
- 0,5 - 4,0 mm
Coil width:
- 1 000 - 2 000 mm
Batch coil weight:
- 5 000 - 20 000 kg

EQUIPMENT TECHNICAL INFORMATION
UNCOILER
Single mandrel
uncoiler:
Carrying capacity:

Double mandrel
uncoiler:
Carrying capacity:

5,0 - 15 t
Coil width:
1 000 - 2 000 mm

5,0 - 15 t
Coil width:
1 000 - 2 000 mm

ADDITIONAL EQUIPEMENT
Loading table adapted to the load capacity of the uncoiler
Expanding the band ‘from above and below’
The edge controller
Torque control

STRAIGHTENER
The support rollers and cassette construction guarantees
a rigid keeping which results in a high quality sheet. The
cassette version of the straightener makes it easy to
service the rollers.
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LONGITUDINAL SLITTING MACHINE
Used for:
- band edging
- longitudinal cutting into strips - preparation of forms

TRANSVERSE SLITTING MACHINE
Guillotine flying shears
Bandwidth: 1 000 - 2 000 mm
Rotary shears.

SHEET STACKER
Sheet length
min. 1 mb
max. 12 mb
alignment of x-y sheets
Laying "multiblanking" for forms.

ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
Automatic sheet weighing system.
The option of designing the weight of packages.

THE SECURITY SYSTEM
The security system is built from mesh modules. Which have
electrically monitored doors, the system includes:
- fence system blocking access to technological devices,
- central security unit.
The unit centralizes the safety functions, allowing for effective
control and management of line safety. It’s CE approved.
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